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Discover the world of ALYS, the virtual muse!

D

igital technology has invaded
our daily lives: smartphone
apps, powerful and numerous
softwares, and even, now,
connected objects. But who
could forecast that technology
would enable us to make a dream
as old as the world come true: to
create a synthetic being, created
by man, but yet, sensitive and
able to inspire emotions?
ALYS is the first of her kind in
France. In the song Dans mon
monde (In My World), created
by the talented artist Shindehai
(leader of Starrysky, French J-pop
metal band and member of the
collaborative channel VoxMakers), she reveals herself, in an
energetic and coloured —yet full
of melancholy— pv.
Who wouldn’t like to surpass
oneself, to reach such an attractive, yet out of reach horizon?
Why could a virtual singer not do
so?
The young blue-braided singer’s
voice touches us by her frailty,
her sweetness, as well as her matureness. She offers an innovative

experience to her public: the
ability for a robot to dream, and
to drag us into her dream. Thus,
ALYS is inspirational. Thus, ALYS is
the muse of a new kind, a virtual
muse.
This promotional video is the
fruit of a collaborative work
between young new talents
from the Internet (Miky-Rei, who
realized the video, is only 17
years old!) and the young studio
VoxWave. It represents the start
of a new creative area, in which
creation is no more limited
by means, but only by desire
and will!

To see the video, follow the link below >
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AH3HbCTcXTE
To listen to the song’s complete version >
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BELGu74fwoA
Dans mon monde
Sung by: ALYS
ALYS programmation: VoxWave
Design: Saphirya
Original music: Shindehai
Lyrics: Thomas Cyrix
Dance: JungYoungRinD
PV: Miky-Rei
3D model: Yoistyle & Saphirya
ALYS is a registered trademark by the society under formation VoxWave

For now a prototype using the
voice of the young singer Poucet,
ALYS still has a long road to follow :
VoxWave will have to go through
a fundraising and through a
technical partnership based on a
new cutting-edge Japanese technology. This technology gathers
together text-to-speech and
singing voice synthesis, through
an intuitive interface. Thus,
it would be the first software
offering this possibility in French,
with a voice quality without any
comparison with what we know
for the time being.

See more page 2 >

To subscribe VoxWave
newsletter, and keep informed
of our latest updates, follow
the link below:
http://www.voxwave.fr/

Follow Alys on social networks!
https://www.facebook.com/alys.voxwave
@voxwave_studio

After that, everything is
possible: to make ALYS sing, in
French or in Japanese, the most
classical epoch-making songs, as
well as new melodies to the edge
of contemporary music. To create
ever more stunning new promotional videos. And finally, to
pave the way to new and original
forms of creation. Through ALYS,
VoxWave wants to offer to artists

the promises of the xxist century:
infinite creative and collaborative
possibilities, for everyone.
So as to make this dream come
true, even you can enter ALYS’
world, and help her see the light!

thanks for reading!
see you soon
team VoxWave

